Students—Tenant Seen as Own Worst Enemy

By RAY JANE DREIS
Theastic student may appear to be his own worst enemy in tenant-hostile conflicts, say the Iowa City legal aid group.

In separate interviews, F. Kelly Riley, director, and B. D. Boudreau, executive director, of their opinion on student-hostile landlords and gave reasons why they might not be fair.

"The student wants to assert his independence," Riley said. "But the landlord has not been able to make much progress in the past.

"In most cases, the landlord is more concerned about the student's right to a place to live and work than the student's right to live and work in a safe environment."

Both Boudreau and Riley advised tenants to seek legal advice when having tenant-hostile difficulties, but are probably unnecessarily afraid of the landlord.

Boudreau explained that frequently students have reported that their landlord is "not interested in making the necessary repairs or improvements in the rental property."

He said that the landlord is more concerned about the student's right to a place to live and work than the student's right to live and work in a safe environment.

Two students who were interviewed agreed that the landlord should have more interest in making repairs or improvements in the rental property.

"The landlord is more important to the student simply because he has the knowledge, experience, and resources to make the necessary repairs," said one student.

"The landlord is more concerned about the student's right to a place to live and work than the student's right to live and work in a safe environment," said the other student.
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The compleat angle

By Welton

The composite effort

By ART BECKMANN

WASHINGTON — A noisy mob of thousands of demonstrators gathered in Lafayette Park last week to express their opposition to the Vietnam war. The event was known as "Moratorium Day," a national day of protest against the war.

The demonstration was the culmination of a week-long campaign by the Moratorium Committee, a group of 30 organizations that had been formed to organize the protest.

At the rally, speakers from all walks of life addressed the crowd, including students, union leaders, and religious leaders. The rally was attended by thousands of people, who filled the streets surrounding the White House.

The protest was the largest in recent history, and it was a turning point in the anti-war movement. It marked the beginning of a new phase in the struggle against the war, as well as a shift in public opinion.

The next month saw a significant increase in anti-war demonstrations, as well as a growing sense of determination among those who opposed the war. The Moratorium Day rally was a key moment in this process, and it helped to galvanize support for the anti-war movement.
Grandstanding 
Set for Building

By William L. Boyd, Daily Iowan

Grandstanding for a $8,000,000 library is under way on the University campus, according to President Henry S. Rowan. Participants are university administrators, students, and faculty members.

For the second time in two days, the university is expected to announce plans for a new, larger library. The announcement will be made at a press conference on Wednesday, March 31. The location of the new library has not been disclosed.

The new library is expected to be completed in time for the fall semester, and will accommodate the growing student population.

Innocent Plea Entered by 3 In Break-In

Two men charged with breaking into a building on Main Street and stealing $10,000 worth of equipment have entered pleas of not guilty. The men are John Smith and James Brown.

Student Sues City, Railroad For $200,000 in Mispawn

A student who was mislaid by a railroad is suing the city and the railroad for $200,000. The student, John Doe, was on his way to a football game when he was mislaid by a train. The railroad was told to look for him, but failed to do so.
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BACCHUS

Aftershave.
THE CONQUEROR.

The Romans conquered an empire with it. Go out and conquer yours.

Redwood & Ross
 Tradition and excellence
26 S. Clinton
Iowa, Badger Upsets Spring Wild Scramble for Roses

Hunt Seeks Major League Franchise

Former Hawkeye 5-run Williams Returns to Bucks

Hoop Ticket Sales For Students, Staff End Saturday

Service Academies Unable To Keep Up on Gridiron

Win Victory sign in the coalition's fight to join the Big Ten and move the conference to the coast. The committee, which has held three meetings this summer, has decided to make the move to the West Coast effective in 1969.

The committee's decision comes after a series of meetings with college presidents and athletic directors from the Big Ten, Pac-10, and Southwest conferences. The move was prompted by the desire to increase the conference's visibility and revenue potential.

The new conference will be known as the Western Athletic Conference (WAC) and will consist of the members of the Big Ten who are located on the West Coast: Washington, Oregon, Stanford, and UCLA.

Service academies unable to keep up on Gridiron

THE DAILY IOWA—Low City, Ia.—N.—The University of Maryland is not expected to be able to keep up on Gridiron this year, the University of Maryland football coach, who spoke to the press yesterday, said.

"We are not going to be able to keep up on Gridiron this year," the coach said. "We have had some problems with our offensive line and our defensive line, but we are going to try to improve in those areas.

"We have a lot of new players, and we are going to have to give them some time to adjust to the college game," the coach said. "But we are going to try to improve our performance on Gridiron this year."
Hawks' Rose Bowl Hopes Alive

Michigan State quarterback Bill Tripplet (with ball) is the key to the Lumberjacks' hopes for a victory in Saturday's Homecoming game against the Spartans. Tripplet's performance will be a key factor in the outcome of the game.

Michigan State University

Michigan State basketball player Paul Mitchell has been cleared to play in Saturday's game against Purdue, but he may not start. Mitchell, who was injured in a recent game, has been cleared to play, but his status for the game is uncertain.

Michigan State University

Fabulous Founder's Day Coat Sale 15% Off

Be ready for winter and outfit with the elements with a stunning new coat. All stylishly designed in your favorite styles in single and double-breasted styles, as well as belted, trench and more. Some with full-length skirts. All with extra-warm linings. Fashionable colors in, warmest, Kenne and Shetland wools, tweed, plush or boucle wool fabrics. Pick your favorite in juvenile, petite, misses and half sizes. Hurry in today and save on the first party signs of winter appear!

ALL REGULARLY 140, 145, 189 and 199

1-STOP SIGNS FOR STUDENTS

Better Slow Down That Frantic Pace!

If you have little time to get things done, let us take out the backache off your schedule. The signs show where to start. From Pennco's Drug - we offer quality work and prompt service. Stop by today at 1-STOP.

STOP AT THIS SIGN!

Bette M. Ueber

Armed Forces Drug

357-2969

Pennco

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

James C. Conley, M.D.

James C. Conley, M.D.

Founder, J.C. Conley Company, Inc.

Chiropractic Center

Pine Hall College

(formerly 32 S. Commercial)

40 years of continuous service to the Iowa City community.

Dr. S. A. Neuman

Dr. G. N. Schneirer
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Nobel Prize Goes to Math Economists—
2 Europeans Get Economics Award

STOCKHOLM — Two Euro-
ppean economists, who tran-
slated mathematical economics for use in the
real world, won the Nobel Prize in
Economics. They were jointly awarded the $930,-
000 prize on Monday for "services rendered to
economic science, particular for the advances
in the theory of economic history, for the
analysis of economic problems and for
the proposal of a system of economic
regulation." The 1974 winners were James Tobin
from Yale University and Alvin H. Hansen
from the University of Chicago.

Tobin, a 56-year-old mathemat-
ician who for 20 years has been
studying how economies work, did
research that led to the Tobin
effect, which helps explain
how financial markets
work. Hansen, 60, a Boston
University economist, did
research on the role of
government in the economy.

They were chosen by the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences, which
announced the prize for the first time.

The economists will divide the
prize equally, with their
institutions receiving
the money.

The award ceremony will take place
in Stockholm on December 10.

The prize, officially called the
Alfred Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Science, is not one of the
original Nobel prizes, but was estab-
lished in 1969 by Alfred Nobel's
widow, who left money to the
Swedish Academy of Sciences.

Juno REPPPUIICANS
The University of Utah is
one of only a handful of uni-
versities where students can
earn a degree in economics.

The program requires four
years, and students must
complete 120 semester
hours of coursework.

The program also offers
opportunities for internships,
student organizations, and
research projects.

The program's mission is
to provide students with
the knowledge and skills
necessary to succeed in the
competitive world of economics.

Students can choose to
specialize in either business
or public policy.

The program's faculty is
comprised of experienced
professors who are dedicated
to teaching and research.
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Moratorium Buses Go to D.C.

The local American Friends Service Committee plans to provide transportation for peace- a love to Congress on the issue of aid to Indochina. The event is sponsored by Peace Action League of Washington, D.C. and scheduled for March 17.

This march is organized by a new group called the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC). The AFSC is a non-governmental, non-profit organization that provides assistance to people in need around the world.

Baha'i Faith

The Von Hees speak on "Becoming Your True Self" with Dr. Luke Lugo.

UNION PURDIE ROOM—8 a.m.

A World Activity sponsored by The Baha'i Club

Attention U. of I. Students

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TALENT FOR OUR NATIONWIDE TV SHOW

The producers of the All American College Show, hosted by Arthur Godfrey, will hold auditions in the Union-Dodge Room of the Union, Friday, October 31 from 5:30-9:30 and 7:00 until 9:30. Those chosen will be flown to Hollywood to appear on our national show and have a chance to win up to $5,000. All new- stellers are needed. We need singers, dancers, instrumentalists, and扎实推进, both soloists and groups.

Exception: The band or heavy classical music band will be considered.

For information call Student Activities.

353-5761

Here's an exciting opportunity.

USE YOUR FOREIGN LANGUAGE CAPABILITY

(French, German, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish) in overseas positions with the Defense Intelligence Agency

The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is the nation's premier provider of analysis, collection, and production of worldwide intelligence. Its mission is to provide timely and accurate intelligence, analysis, and support to national leaders.

DIA offers challenging and rewarding opportunities to communicate in foreign languages. DIA offers language positions in various locations around the world, and you will have new opportunities to use your language skills in a variety of positions.

Your need is not the only reason to learn a language, but you must have a desire to communicate effectively. Speaking a second language will be a valuable asset.

DIA offers competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and opportunities for advancement. DIA is committed to providing a challenging and rewarding work environment.

The Defense Intelligence Agency is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability, veteran status, or any other legally protected status.

ATTN: Mrs. Burgmann

Civilian Personnel Office

The Pentagon, Room 1.000

An equal opportunity employer.

Earthquake Strikes City

In Yugoslavia

RAINA Luka, Yugoslavia

This earthquake, which occurred in the heart of one of our earthquake-prone cities, was struck Monday at 7:00 am and lasted for about 15 seconds. Fourteen buildings were destroyed and six persons were injured.

The city was already in a state of shock after the earthquake struck Monday at 7:00 am. Fourteen buildings were destroyed and five persons were injured.

Quake Strikes Yugoslavia

In the aftermath of the earthquake, a woman in the area was offered water and a soft drink by the local authorities.

People ran out of fallen debris in the top picture, during an earthquake in Sarajevo, an industrial city in western Yugoslavia. In the bottom picture, a woman in the area is offered water and a soft drink by the local authorities.

People run out of falling debris in the top picture, during an earthquake in Sarajevo, an industrial city in western Yugoslavia. In the bottom picture, a woman in the area is offered water and a soft drink by the local authorities.

People run out of falling debris in the top picture, during an earthquake in Sarajevo, an industrial city in western Yugoslavia. In the bottom picture, a woman in the area is offered water and a soft drink by the local authorities.
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ICTC Theater and Play Grow Together Here

Moliere Players Are All in the Family

Indian Territory

Taking a Quick Book-Look

The Marginalia de Bord and Harvard Press

The Daily Oracle

New Music Program

Indian Territory

"indian Territory" is the title of the painting by Edward Nelson, which won first prize in the competition sponsored by the National Symphony Orchestra. It is hung on the wall of the new music program, which is located in the east wing of the campus.

Moliere Players are all in the family, according to their given names. The Nelsons are the family's patriarch, and their daughter is the matriarch. The Nelson's son, Peter, is the director of the Moliere Players, and his wife, Sarah, is the head of the drama department.

The Indian Territory exhibit, which features traditional music and dance, is scheduled to open on October 11th. The exhibit will run through November 30th, and admission is free to all visitors.

The Nelsons are both avid readers, and they enjoy spending their free time in the library. They have a large collection of books, and they often choose books that reflect their cultural background.
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Local Zen Buddhist Group Seeks the Nature of Reality

By Dan Eshelman

The calm, unassuming voice of the speaker, Harriet Toole, is the perfect complement to the quiet atmosphere of the room. She speaks softly, her words measured and deliberate, as though she is speaking to a group of friends rather than to a gathering of students.

The Zen Buddhist Group has been meeting weekly for the past few months, and each session is led by Harriet Toole. She is a Zen Buddhist nun who has been studying the teachings of Zen for many years and has a deep understanding of the practice.

Harriet begins the session by asking the students to sit quietly and focus on their breath. She explains that the practice of Zen meditation involves sitting in a relaxed but upright position, with the body positioned in a way that allows the mind to become calm and focused.

She then leads the group in a guided meditation, where they are encouraged to simply observe their breath and to let any thoughts come and go without judgment.

After the meditation, the group shares their experiences and observations with each other. They discuss the feelings and thoughts that arose during the meditation and how they relate to their daily lives.

Harriet emphasizes the importance of self-reflection and self-discovery in the practice of Zen. She encourages the students to bring their own unique experiences and perspectives to the group, and to be open to learning from each other.

The group is made up of a diverse group of people, ranging in age from 18 to 60, and from a variety of backgrounds. Some are students, some are faculty members, and others are local community members.

The group meets every Monday night at 7:00 p.m. in the Iowa City Community Theatre. The sessions are open to all, and there is no cost to attend. The group welcomes everyone, regardless of their level of experience or knowledge of Zen.

To learn more about the Zen Buddhist Group, or to join the group, please contact Harriet Toole at the Iowa City Community Theatre at 319-353-2578.
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BREMMERS

IN COOPERATION WITH

ESQUIRE

Invites You To Nominate

"The Best Dressed Man on Campus"

The editors of Esquire magazine are

meeting the best-dressed men on

the nation's leading campuses (we're

serving as members of a special College

Advisory Board.

One student from the University of Iowa, selected

by his peers, will be selected

in Esquire's College Board.

MODUS OPERANDI

Rules? Just 2, but they're important:

1) You may nominate any University of Iowa male under-

graduate.

2) All Nominating Ballots must be submitted by October 31, 1969.

Ballots are available at both Bremers stores.

You simply fill in the ballot and deposit it in the ballot box

located at Iowa Memorial Union and the Daily Iowan office.

The landing certificates, determined by your own response, will be interpreted by

bremers. the final entry by you will be made on the basis of general agreement,

good grooming, inconsiderate articulation, desirable attractiveness, and

fashion awareness.

All you need is simply pick up a ballot at either Bremers stores, fill it out, and

drop it in the ballot box.

BREMMERS & Freedom Davies